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MY JOURNEY WITH NUMEROLOGY

___________________________
Welcome to Bizology
I am Jo Soley, the founder of Bizology Ltd, a Business and Marketing Coach, with 25 years
experience in business development.
I help passionate entrepreneurs and companies build their business and reach their next level
of success. I do this by infusing the power of numerology into the work I undertake with
my clients. After embarking on my own journey with numerology, I understand myself on a
deeper level and so many opportunities have opened up in my life and business. It is my
mission to help others do the same.
By understanding your Life Path number, the Personal Year you are working in and the
meaning of your Name, you can consciously elevate your teams success through using the
power of numerology.
Numerology has transformed my life and business to such a degree that my services are
now focused on connecting my clients to the numeric energies they are working with. I
connect businesses to the energies of the numbers by showing how they affect you on a
daily basis and what these specific energies mean for your teams and how to harness this
energy in your business.
With numerology, the main 3 things we look at are:
1. The Life Path number - taken from the date you
were born - you cannot change this!
2. The Personal Year your business and teams are currently in
3. The vibration of your business and teams Name
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I help businesses ensure that their whole team is functioning at its highest potential.
Through helping your teams understand themselves and in turn others, you can
increase your ROI and bottom line. How?
People do business with you if they like, know and trust you.
Bizology helps you like, know and trust yourself!
How many people can truly say they understand who they are? Not many.
Helping your teams understand their Life Path numbers, which Personal Years they are
in and the energies of their name, can empower them to do the right thing at the right
time.

Working with Jo was a pleasure. Over three sessions, she guided me
with such passion and understanding. Her knowledge is impressive and
the way she applies it to coaching is quite unique.
I have learned a lot and feel the sessions have been very beneficial
from a self-awareness perspective, but also in giving me confidence
that I am indeed following my life path. - AMANDA or
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HOW DO WE USE BIZOLOGY IN BUSINESS?
A business is alive.
It has its own name, character, style, brand, colour, flavour and much more. Because it is
alive, it attracts and repels according to its nature. Its nature can be revealed through it's
numeric energies.

Although, in a solo-entrepreneur situation, the numbers of the person running the show will be
very important. Over time, as the business identity itself gains hold, the numbers of the
business will start to operate independently of the numbers of the person.
Then, when the business grows with a team, staff, employing contractors, moving
to bigger premises, the energy of the business will step to the fore.
Ultimately, this is where a business develops a life of its own and sustains
itself almost regardless of what the business owner does.
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WHAT IS bizology?
Numbers are pure energy. Nothing exists in physicality without numbers.
Numbers are cosmic, deep, inherent and fundamental of form.
Maths deals with quantity – numbers are everywhere.
Numerology deals with quality – numbers are everything.
With numerology we sense the energy of the numbers, using part information and part
intuition. When we know the number, we can connect with the main issue and feel our
way out from here, understanding where people are on the spectrum of the number.
Numerology is a method by which we recognise our divinity and connection.
Numerology helps us on a practical basis in daily situations.
Numerology is a route to self-knowledge and self-understanding.

WHAT IS NUMEROLOGY NOT?
Numerology is not about accumulating lots of informaion about a number. We tune
into the broad energy of a number and the rest of the information will follow.
Numerology is not a method of defining people in a fixed or limited way or solely a
way of predicting the future.
Numerology does not work well by automated computer readings – e.g, an online
numerology report – as there is an intuitive element to it.
My focus with Bizology is how it can help companies elevate their business success.
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BIZOLOGY IN THE WORKPLACE...
Is for businesses that understand there is an energy bigger than us … (and interested in
how to access this very real but invisible energy) to create visible gains in their employee
satisfaction, staff retention and bottom lines!
Is your company on a mission to change the world in some way?
·
Are you a leading-edge company?
Are you a company that is here to make a difference in the world – to make a
change in the world?
A forward-thinking company?
Businesses have a deep-rooted set of values and cultures.
Teams are made up of a variety of colourful individuals and skill sets.
Your team compatibility and harmony is critical in moving your business forward.
A lot of people do not understand the complexity of themselves (let alone other people!),
therefore conflict can easily arise in teams as its easy to be on different pages.
Bizology in the workplace is all about empowering staff to understand who they are
and how they tick, and in turn, understand how others tick. So they can empower and
manage themselves and their working relationships.
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Bizology takes personality analysis to a deeper level, bringing the person’s life experience into
the equation.
Psychometric testing will not cover this as it is limited to the personality. Personality is limited
to appearance and certain situations can change how we behave.
Bizology shows your teams their true self – their essence.
Like a cake, your teams are made up of a mixture of ingredients. Ingredients are people. In
order to create the perfect team, we need to understand the raw ingredients and the
amounts required to achieve the perfect balance.
Businesses need to ensure the right ingredients are in the right teams. Personality limits this.
Bizology explores this indepth, as in order to achieve success, we need a bit of every numeric
energy in the right proportion in our teams.
Psychometric testing cannot do this – Bizology can.
People expect the person next to them to see things in a similar way to them. When we
understand who we are and in turn who someone else is, we can be more tolerant.
We give people a break, we can work more harmoniously, we can improve performance.
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We work in 9 year cycles, and these are made up of personal years, some years are more
challenging than others. When you understand which personal year's your staff and teams
are working in, you can give more support when needed.
As there are better years and easier years to do things in business.
There are better times to put the right people in the right jobs, there are better times to
recruit and better times for certain team members to start new endeavours.
Bizology helps you to identify the right person for the right position. Putting the right people
in the right places. Empower people to empower themselves.
Bizology assists with team resilience – what do you do in your business when XYZ
happens? If we have the right people in the right jobs we will be able to respond well when
things are challenging - providing business strength.
Your staff will perform better in their job if they are working with their numbers not
against them.
Bizology helps your staff understand their numbers so that they feel aligned, so they
understand themselves better so that they perform well.
Bizology helps you reward and recompense your teams in line with numbers.
Resulting in increased ...
Team productivity and engagement
Team harmony
Team creativity
Team empowerment
Team happiness
Team retention
Leading to greater ROI and profitability for your business.
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bizology success packages available ...
TEAMWORK MAKES THE DREAM WORK

Teamwork makes the Dream Work is for your company if …
·
You are wanting to ultimately get the best out of your teams - in terms of motivation
and productivity.
·
You are focused on helping your staff understand themselves on a deeper level, so they
are more self-aware and interact with each other on a more harmonious level.
·
You want to understand your staff on a deeper level and give them what they need
(not what they want!) in terms of personal development so the business can move
forward.
·
You are interested in motivating your teams leading to business improvement
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BIZOLOGY PACKAGES AVAILABLE ...

Bizology Business Success Team Workshops – looking at …
1. Their life path number and what that means for their life and business
2. The Personal year/month they are in and how to get the best out of the year/cosmic
currents
3. What this means for the whole team and how they all work together
1 2 1 Bizology sessions – looking at …
1. Their life path number and what that means for their life and business
2. Their 4 roads and how to navigate these
3. The Personal year / month they are in and how to get the best out of the year/cosmic
currents
4. Their name – expression number, soul urge and the frequency of energy in their
name
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LEADING FROM THE FRONT

Leading from the Front is for your company if …
·
You are interested in understanding the energetic frequency of your business so you can
ensure that the plans for your business are in line with what it’s here to do to move
forward.
·
You want to ensure you are placing the right team member in the right job at the right
time.
·
You are focusing on 'Change Management' – and interested to know the better times
and easier times to do things
·
You are interested in developing your teams and want a deeper insight into which
'Training and Development' will be a fit for certain individuals, rather than the generic
information available.
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PACKAGES AVAILABLE ...
Understanding companies energies
Looking at the business name and date of registration and what this means for its
overall development and ...
Team compatibility
1. Their life path number and what that means for their life and business
2. Their 4 roads and how to navigate these
3. The Personal year/month they are in and how to get the best out of the year/cosmic
currents
4. Their name – expression number and soul urge and the frequency of energy in their
name
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Janey Lee Grace reviews her Numerology session....

"The most profound bit of the session with Jo was her explanation of which personal
year I am in currently, we work in 9 year cycles and I am in a ‘9’ year, and that is
essentially a ‘completion’ year, where it’s good to consolidate, declutter and make room
for the new energy of the ‘1’ year which will be coming after my next birthday.
Suddenly I felt a weight lift off my shoulders as I have had a couple of business projects
that I have been trying to get off the ground that have just not happened, I thought I
was definitely in line for a big contract and I got a big fat ‘NO’. I had been feeling very
rejected and a bit disillusioned, but suddenly Jo’s revelation that I am in a year where it’s
not a good idea to start a new business or kick into a brand new, big project, I now feel
perhaps it was meant to be. That knowledge has shifted my thinking and I’m now able
to focus on getting rid of what I no longer need, to release in preparation for next year
when hopefully my projects will fly.
It’s well worth a session with Jo, numerology gives a fantastic insight, suddenly you ‘get’
who you are, and why things are happening, (or not) and rather than trying to work
against it, you can work with your own personal ‘essence’ and make your plans
accordingly."
Janey Lee Grace
BBC Radio 2 Host & Best Selling Author
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IS THIS YOUr business?
Are you ready to build your teams up to the next level of success to enable
them to reach their greatest potential?
If you’re a company who is ready to elevate your business success
by using the powers of Bizology, then I’d love to talk to you!
Bizology brings Aha! moments related to what is currently going on in your
business and assists in opening doors to possibilities.
Bizology shows us not only personality analysis but how we can make
better business decisions.
It’s not maths or statistics! It’s empowerment into business, aligning your
business vision with your teams.
Optimising both potential and income.
Create balance by empowering the individual to make informed choices
Let’s up-level your business from the inside out ...
To discuss your bespoke requirements to truly elevate your business
and team's success ... Lets talk!
Book your discovery call today to see how you can work with Jo ...
Email jo@josoley.com or call 00 44 7718 123229
www.josoley.com

Disclaimer
Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the high quality and accuracy of this ebook, Jo Soley is providing this for general information purposes only. You use
the ebook at your own risk. Jo Soley does not give any conditions, representations or warranties in respect of content. All conditions, representations and warranties
(express or implied, statutory or otherwise) are excluded to the extent permitted by law including without limitation any implied conditions as to quality, fitness for
purpose and reasonable skill and care.
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